HeinOnline: New Databases

HEIN OF THE CENTURY
Overview

HeinOnline has been hard at work to continually bring our customers new content, new features, and important updates to make research easier than ever. Let’s explore everything new to HeinOnline over the past year!

- Democracy in America
- Business and Legal Aspects of Sports and Entertainment (BLASE)
- State Constitutions Illustrated
- U.S. Presidential Impeachment Library
- Current Index to Legal Periodicals
- Cataloging Legal Literature
- Criminal Justice & Criminology
- Bibliography of American Law School Casebooks
- American Enterprise Institute
HeinOnline partnered with Alan Keely, Associate Director for Collection Services at Wake Forest Law Library, to showcase a new and exciting version of Alexis de Tocqueville’s classic work, Democracy in America, complete with more than 1,000 annotations and references.
This interactive digital edition takes students and researchers back to Tocqueville’s 1831, providing full-text links to the works Tocqueville read while he traveled, researched, and wrote *Democracy in America*.

Jump from the pages of *Democracy in America* into the works referenced by Tocqueville with HeinOnline’s unparalleled access to historical content.

Pull up full-text images right to the referenced portion and then dive in deeper, easily navigating between both the reference work and Tocqueville’s.
Edited by Frank Houdek and Ed Edmonds, HeinOnline’s Business and Legal Aspects of Sports and Entertainment (BLASE) is designed to assist researchers in locating sources relevant to the many issues surrounding the critically important subject areas of sports and entertainment!
All content is divided into sports or entertainment with more than 1,500 titles covering more than 1.3 million pages of critical information.

Highly editorialized articles and cases covering more than 55 topics selected by two subject matter experts.

More than 8,000 scholarly articles.

Important cases identified with links to decisions and articles.

30 relevant legislative histories.

All publications of the National Sports Law Institute (NSLI), Marquette’s Sports Law Program.

Hundreds of government documents including hearings, CBO Reports, CRS Reports, and much more!
State Constitutions Illustrated

November 2019

The most comprehensive state constitution research platform available, containing complete constitutional histories of the 50 states of the United States, together with related documents and resources.

- Nearly 9,000 current and historical constitutions for all fifty states!
- Extensive collection of pre-statehood primary material
  Included at no additional cost for subscribers of HeinOnline’s U.S. State Package!
- More than 1,000 books and 770,000 pages of related works to each state’s constitutional history
- Comprised of original and consolidated texts heavily annotated with references to case law
- Comprehensive collection of multiple editions from various sources
Pop Quiz

How many law journals did HeinOnline launch with in May of 2000?

A) 100
B) 25
C) 50
D) 75
HeinOnline launched in May of 2000 with 25 flagship law journals spanning 270,000 pages.
This collection is organized around the four affected presidents, and brings together a variety of documents both contemporaneous and asynchronous to each president’s impeachment, presenting both a snapshot of the political climate as each played out and the long view history has taken of past proceedings.

Congressional Research Service reports round out a general discussion of presidential impeachment, and a curated list of scholarly articles, external links, and a bibliography provide avenues for further research on this topic.

We are especially pleased to include the ever-growing resource Whistleblower Complaint on Ukraine, compiled by Kelly Smith at UC San Diego, which brings together official documents related to the whistleblower complaint and impeachment inquiry of Donald Trump.

This library will continue to grow as we add new materials as they become available.
Current Index to Legal Periodicals (CILP) is now a product of the Hein Company and HeinOnline

A weekly subject-categorized index to the most recent issues of nearly 650 legal publications

Maintained diligently by the same experienced team of editors from the University of Washington
SmartCILP – a current awareness tool for legal scholars

Tailored alerts delivered via email as a personalized supplement to the weekly CILP issue

All SmartCILP notifications include direct full-text linking to HeinOnline’s Law Journal Library

Current Index to Legal Periodicals (CILP)

February 2020 | Newly Acquired from the University of Washington
Create unlimited SmartCILP profiles for your subscribing institution

Create a SmartCILP profile right within HeinOnline, and maintain your selections within MyHein

Users can manage SmartCILP notifications individually, or an institution can assign a SmartCILP administrator
This newly revised edition addresses the needs of large and small law libraries alike, particularly those who wish to follow national cataloging standards, including the Library of Congress and the Program for Cooperative Cataloging.

Cataloging Legal Literature, 5th edition (CLL5) addresses RDA instructions and terminology as found in both the current RDA Toolkit and its Beta Site.

CLL5 is not a general self-help book for the beginning cataloger. The goal is to help the law cataloger deal with the ambiguities of 21st century cataloging.

Throughout the manual, illustrations of descriptive or subject cataloging and MARC tags are offered. The examples of subject cataloging are based on guidelines published in the Library of Congress’ Subject Cataloging Manual (SCM) and identifying Library of Congress practices for assigning subject headings.

This title must be used in conjunction with RDA, LCSH, SHM, and general handbooks on descriptive and subject cataloging.
In addition to print, CLL5 is available in digital format as a searchable resource.

Part 1 includes hyperlinks to:
- Cataloging resources
- Extensive MARC examples
- Charts

Part 2 of CLL5 contains an alphabetical listing of more than 220 legal terms and publication formats. These terms will link users to:
- RDA instructions
- Subject practice
- Classification information
- Cataloging examples
Criminal Justice & Criminology was created after a major overhaul of a previous HeinOnline collection, Criminal Justice in America: U.S. Attorney General Opinions, Reports, and Publications.

More than 2 million pages and 1,300 titles have been added.

Expanded focus beyond the work of the U.S. Department of Justice, focusing on how criminal justice systems have changed in American and English law over time.

110 criminal justice periodicals along with a large collection of books on crime and criminals have been added.

Access 16 subjects specific to Criminal Justice & Criminology.
A Pop Quiz

The Hein Company is rooted in a hundred-year-old legal publishing tradition that began in 1920 by whom?

A) Fred O. Dennis  
B) William S. Hein  
C) Kevin Marmion  
D) Ilene Hein
Entrepreneur Fred O. Dennis, along with his nephew, William S. Hein Sr., kicked off the Hein Company serving U.S. law libraries by selling law books, law forms, out-of-print government documents, and other law-related reprints.

The Hein Company is rooted in a hundred-year-old legal publishing tradition that began in 1920 by whom?

A) Fred O. Dennis
The only comprehensive casebook index, containing nearly 10,000 entries (4,000 more than the first edition!)

Online coverage from 1870 to current within the last year, with regular updates (1870-2018 in print)

Trace the topical development of legal education with the arrangement of 230 subject headings

Utilize multiple browse options, including an extensive author index listing more than 4,200 authors

Introduction to HeinOnline's Bibliography of American Law School Casebooks

In 1871, at Harvard Law School, Christopher Columbus Langdell introduced what would come to be known as the "case method" of legal instruction whereby law students would read a selection of cases in order to comprehend the guiding legal principles. For over 133 years, the case method has continued to spread and evolve, and today, some form of it is used across law schools in the United States and casebooks remain the primary vehicle of legal education. Although much has been written on the analysis of the case method and the evolution of the content of casebooks, there is a dearth of bibliographic information on the items themselves, and no attempt has been made to identify all of the law school casebooks produced. This bibliography is intended to fill that crucial but important role in American legal scholarship by providing as comprehensive a possible list of those casebooks intended for use in law schools and published in the United States from their inception in 1871.

This database is derived from the print works Bibliography of American Law School Casebooks, 1870-2004 and Bibliography of American Law School Casebooks, 1870-2018. Much has changed in the landscape of law school casebook publishing since the publication of the first edition, which covered titles published from 1870-1984. However, despite modifications to their remit, editors and publishers have continued to produce casebooks since then. This guide has been revised and updated in print and online periodically since 1997 and online since 1999. Since then, the number of new titles has increased at an average of 17% per decade for the last 30 years.


The bibliographic information provided here includes the name of the casebook, the author(s), the publisher, the date of publication, and the number of pages. This information is intended to help users understand the scope and content of the casebook and to compare different casebooks on the same topic. The bibliography is arranged alphabetically by author, with a separate index for each letter of the alphabet.

The bibliography is updated periodically to include new casebooks as they are published. This allows users to keep up with the latest developments in legal education and to use the bibliography as a resource for research and teaching.

Methodology

When selecting entries for this work, the first concern was to define "casebook." Today these items can reasonably be identified, usually through their book title or series designation. The problem lies in the fact that there is a Library of Congress Subject Heading covering these items specifically (Casebook, continue the subject descriptor for the topic of the work's content), so identifying these titles not included in the publisher's casebook series required sifting through thousands of print and electronic catalog entries and the handling of hundreds of books with an eye toward the title's authorship, attribution, and description in the bibliographic Holdings. Adding to the difficulty in identifying casebooks was the fact that at the turn of the twentieth century there were many "casebooks" available that were collections of leading cases in a particular area of law. The bibliography is intended to provide a list of those casebooks intended for instructional use in law schools, each entry has been made to omit titles clearly not intended for classroom use.
Publications from a public policy think tank committed to strengthening free enterprise

Access to nearly 1,500 titles covering 20 different policy areas

Ability to search data-driven research and broad-ranging evidence by policy area

Regular updates with new content, including archived documents
Questions?
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